
Class III               English Revision for Periodical –I 

Note –These questions are for practice. Please revise all the work done in L-1 

from your English Reader book+copy  and L-1 and 2 from Grammar book. Then 

try writing all these answers on your own in your Rough or Revision copy. 

Q1- Write the meaning of:  

1) Ceased 2) Merry 3) Scared 

Q2-Write the plural form of: 

1) Bridge 2) Flame 3) Dress 4) Berry 5) Ray  6) Calf 

7) Fairy 8) Child 9) Woman 10) Foot 11) Ox 12) Sheep 

Q3- Fill in the blanks: 

1) A noun is called ________ when it refers to only one. 

2) When the noun refers to more than one, it is called _______. 

3) All common nouns do not start with a ________. 

4) Please call ______ taxi. We will go out. 

5) Both _______ parents of the child are singers. 

6) Sonu brought ________ apple for lunch. 

Q4- Rewrite the sentences after putting a comma (,) at the right place: 

1) Simi brought an ice-cream a cake and a pudding. 

2) My teacher read and we listened. 

Q5-Add a word to the following and form a new compound word: 

1) Home 2) grand 3) moon 4) pepper 

Q6- Rewrite the following, capitalizing the proper nouns: 

1) Everyone loves gurpreet. 

2) I know priya. She is a nice girl. 



Q7- Answer these questions: 

1) The poem describes a conversation between two speakers. Who are the two speakers? 

2) Is the first speaker a child, a grown up or an old person? 

3) Who is the speaker in the third and the fourth stanzas? 

4) Who do the children watch for? 

Q8- Learn full poem, ‘Who Stayed Out to Play?’ and write the first 8 lines of the poem neatly 

after memorizing it. 

 

    ANSWERS 

Please check the answers only after writing it on your own. 

Ans.1        1) Stopped  2) Happy  3) Afraid 

Ans.2 

1) bridges  2) flames  3) dresses  4) berries 
5) rays  6) calves  7) fairies  8) children  
9) women  10) feet  11) Oxen  12) Sheep 

Ans.3  

1) singular 2) plural 3) capital letter 4) a  5) the  6) an  

Ans.4 

1) Simi brought an ice-cream, a cake and a pudding. 

2) My teacher read, and we listened. 

Ans.5 

1) Home-made  2) Grandmother  3) Moonlight  4) Peppermint 

Ans.6 

1) Everyone loves Gurpreet. 

2) I know Priya. She is a nice girl. 


